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Introduction

Despite the intense media scrutiny of national campaigns, very little
attention is generally paid to the campaigning material delivered
through potential voters’ letterboxes or to the contact they have

with parties on the telephone or the doorstep.This project set out to analyse
both the quality and quantity of literature delivered by the parties in Great
Britain during the General Election campaign.

313 volunteers in 223 constituencies recorded every contact they received
from political parties. They collected 3,459 letters and leaflets as well as
logging all doorstep contacts and telephone calls.This is the largest study of
General Election campaigning material in British history.The information was
collated by the New Politics Network, who completed the statistical analysis
and case study examples. Dr Justin Fisher carried out the analysis of subject
matter and style .

The study does not take account of media advertising or poster campaigns,
and it should be remembered that these will have played at least an equal role
in the public’s perceptions of the parties.Despite this,the results provide the
largest ever ove rv i ew of a British election campaign and allow us
unprecedented insight into what voters across the nation saw of each of the
parties in the run up to the election.As such, they are an invaluable tool for
assessing the health of local activism,of political parties and of our democracy
as a whole.



Executive Summary

The first chapter is an analysis of the number of letters and leaflets
delivered to our monitors and of the number of personal contacts
they received from the parties. The results show that very few

monitors were contacted either by telephone or on the doorstep.They also
confirm that voters in safe seats receive far fewer contacts than those in
marginals and that the number of contacts does correlate with turnout.These
findings highlight the problem with an electoral system which incentivises
parties to target campaigning only on certain seats. They also raise the
question of political parties’ capacity for large-scale canvassing which is
heavily dependant on an ever-shrinking supply of volunteers. Some potential
solutions to these problems are considered.

In the second chapter, Dr Justin Fisher looks at the content of the literature
and examines the level of positive and negative campaigning, personal attacks
and local issues in the campaigns of the three main parties. He also analyses
the emphasis which each of these parties placed on different policy areas,
especially immigration and asylum and the EU. He finds that there was
generally more positive than negative campaigning but that the latter was
more prevalent in marginal seats. Of the three main parties, Conservative
leaflets were the most negative and Labour’s were the most positive. The
Liberal Democrats were the least ‘local’ party. And although Conservative
coverage of immigration and asylum was predominately negative, it featured
in fewer leaflets than other policy areas, was not universally negative and
(unlike their coverage of Europe) did not vary by marginality.

In the third and fourth chapters, Emily Robinson analyses the content of
leaflets delivered by the Scottish and Welsh national parties, and by the
smaller UK-wide parties. She also considers the use of immigration and
asylum issues in election material.

The final chapter is a detailed analysis of the literature received by monitors
in five very different campaigns. Lancaster and Wyre, Edinburgh South and
Skipton and Ripon were chosen as fairly typical constituencies ranging from
the very marginal to the very safe - including one which fell somewhere in
between. We also looked at Hornsey and Wood Green and Bethnal Green
and Bow, as examples of previously safe Labour seats which changed hands as
a result of fierce targeted campaigns from the Liberal Democrats and the
Respect-Unity Coalition.
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We analysed the number of letters and leaflets and telephone and
doorstep contacts received by each participant in the research.
This allowed us to compare the activity of each of the main

parties; to assess the volume of contact; and to consider the effects of
targeting on turnout.

Party Differences

Table 1 shows the total number of contacts received by respondents, broken
down by party and type of contact.The Liberal Democrats delivered the most
letters and leaflets but made the least number of contacts by telephone or on
the doorstep;this pattern is reversed for the Labour Party.

Total Contacts

On average, respondents received ten total contacts, the vast majority of
which were leaflets and letters.The eighty party members who participated

Voters’ contact with political parties
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Voters’ contact with political
parties
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Table 1:Total contacts by party (all participants)

Party Total leaflets/letters    Total telephone/doorstep contactsTotal

Conservative 926 43 969
Labour 773 54 827
Liberal Democrat 1020 25 1045
Other 740 11 751
Total 3459 133 3592
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in the study received an average of twelve contacts each. In addition to
targeting swing voters then, it seems that the parties were devoting a great
deal of attention to their strongest supporters, ensuring that they would
volunteer, donate money and, of course, turn out on polling day. For this
reason, we have excluded party members from the calculations on numbers
of contacts throughout this chapter.

Freepost

Each candidate has the ability to send one item freepost to each person on
the electoral roll, it can therefore be assumed that one item per candidate
was not delivered by hand. Most monitors received literature from at least
four candidates, so without the freepost, monitors in some constituencies
would have received very little information at all.

Personal Contacts

Table 2 shows that the number of personal contacts was very low indeed: in
every single category of marginality, the median number of personal contacts
was zero. Overall, only one in six non-party members received this kind of
contact and in the safest seats, the ratio dropped to one in fifteen.

Marginality and targeting

As Tables 2 and 3 and Chart 1 show, there is a clear correlation between
marginality and activity. Monitors who were not party-members received an
average of eight pieces of literature in the safest seats,compared with twelve
in the most marginal.This disparity is especially marked for phone/doorstep
contacts (Table 2) and shows that the parties were targeting their resources
on the seats which were more closely contested. The mean number of
phone/doorstep contacts in the safest seats was just 23% of the average in
the most marginal seats.

Emily Robinson

2001
Marginality (n)

0-4.9% (19)
5-9.9% (30)
10-14.9% (42)
15-19.9% (26)
20-24.9%(31)
25+% (86)
TOTAL (234)

Median pers.
contacts
(full sample)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean pers.
contacts
(full sample)

0.79
0.69
0.66
0.71
0.49
0.15
0.43

Median pers.
contacts
(non-members)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean pers.
contacts
(non-members)

0.68
0.63
0.67
0.23
0.13
0.16
0.36

Table 2:Average personal contacts by 2001 marginality (full sample and non-members)



As well as focussing on the seats which were marginal in 2001,the parties also
chose to target other seats which they thought they might be able to win.
Looking at the seats which changed hands can give us a fairly good idea of this.
Twenty-seven of the seats in this study changed hands; they were monitored
by forty-one volunteers.The forty-one results were spread through all but
one of the marginality categories, fourteen in the most marginal category and
six in the safest.

As Table 4 shows,on average the seats which changed hands received slightly
fewer total contacts than the most marginal seats in the full sample (14.39
compared to 15.17) but more of those were personal contacts (1.05
compared to 0.79). Owing to the small size of the sample, these figures

Voters’ contact with political parties
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2001
Marginality
(n)

0-4.9% (19)
5-9.9% (30)
10-14.9% (42)
15-19.9% (26)
20-24.9%(31)
25+% (86)
TOTAL (234)

Median total
contacts 
(full sample)

14
13
12
11
11

8
10

Mean total
contacts
(full sample)

15.17
13.59
13.34
10.42
11.58

8.88
11.51

Median total
contacts
(non-members)

12
13.5
12

9
10

8
10

Mean total
contacts
(non-members)

14
13.87
13
10.11
10.19

9.26
11.12

Table 3:Average contacts by 2001 marginality (full-sample and non-members)

Chart 1:Total contacts affected by 2001 marginality (non-members only)



include party members.

Looking at the results from the forty-one respondents in seats which changed
hands, overall, the winning party and the defending party made roughly the
same number of contacts. This suggests that the seats were not simply
targeted by one party ‘under the radar’ but that a real contest developed in
some previously safe seats.

Chart 2 reinforces these findings. It plots activity against marginality in 2005
and finds that there is a clear correlation.We do not know whether this was
because parties accurately predicted the seats where the contest was likely
to be close or whether it was the activity itself which affected the outcome
of the election. It should be noted that of the thirty-six seats in this study
which became marginal in 2005, only ten had been so in 2001.
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Table 4:Seats which changed hands

2001 Constituency   Mean total Mean personal   Mean total contacts      Mean total contacts
Marginality (n) contacts contacts              (defending party)           (winning party)

0-4.5% Taunton (2) 6 2 6 8.5
Weston S-M (1) 12 0 7 4
Lancaster & Wyre (3) 10.7 2 5 4
Monmouth (1) 8 4 3 3
Kettering (1) 12 2 2 8
Dundee East (1) 8 0 5 1
Northampton S (1) 8 0 3 4
Welwyn Hatfield (1) 10 1 4 3
Milton Keynes NE (1) 13 3 1 7
Wellingborough (1) 17 3 12 2
Forest of Dean (1) 6 0 2 3

4-9.9% Dunbartonshire E (2) 14.5 1 3.5 7
W’morland & L’dale (2) 20.5 0 6 12.5
Sh’bury & Atcham (1) 18 1 2 2
Bristol W (1) 16 0 9 6
Putney (2) 19.5 1.5 5.5 5.5
Croydon Ctrl (1) 17 ? 10 5
Wimbledon (3) 13.7 1 7.67 4

10-14.9% Leeds NW (1) 25 0 8 13
Reading E (1) 13 0 4 2
Enfield S’gate (1) 13 5 10 3

20-24.9% Cambridge (2) 14 0 2.5 8.5
H’sey & Wood Grn (3) 24.3 1 6.67 13.7

25%+ Bethnal Grn & Bow (4) 11.5 0.5 6.25 2.25
Leicester S (1) 12 0 7 3
Manchester W’ton (1) 17 0 5 11

TOTAL 14.39 1.05 5.723 5.84
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Turnout

We know that on the whole turnout was highest in seats which received a
lot of contacts; were marginal in 2001; or were marginal in 2005 (see Charts
3,4 and 5). It is difficult to unpick the relationship between the three factors
but given that the majority of voters would not know whether they live in a
marginal constituency unless they are told by campaigners or by the media,
the level of campaigning activity can be assumed to have played an important
role. There is a very clear correlation between contact and turnout, even
though our study did not take into account of indices of multiple deprivation
and age profiles,so as to compare like with like.Were this to have been done,
we believe that the correlation would be even stronger.

One important caveat is that while turnout and marginality are measured on
an empirical constituency-wide basis, our figures on contacts relate to
individuals and can only be seen as indicative.

The figures on personal contacts are less reliable and will have been affected
by whether or not respondents were at home when canvassers called.We
believe that personal contacts affect turnout at least as much as total contacts
but more work needs to be done before we are able to present conclusive
evidence.

Voters’ contact with political parties

Chart 2:Total contacts by 2005 marginality (non-members only)
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Chart 3: Turnout affected by total contacts (non-members only)

Chart 4:Turnout by 2001 marginality (all participants)

Chart 5: Turnout by 2005 marginality (all participants)

Emily Robinson
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Conclusions

The results show that General Elections are not decided purely on the basis
of national media coverage. Local campaigning does still matter.

But they also tell us that voters are unlikely to receive any kind of personal
contact from the political parties.This is problematic.We know that turnout
is low and disaffection is high; and that the media’s portrayal of politics and
politicians can encourage cynicism. But unless parties talk directly to the
people, it is little wonder that the stereotypes prevail.

Research in the US has shown that face-to-face canvassing can raise turnout
by 9.8 percentage points, compared to a 0.6 percentage point increase for
direct mailings.* Canvassing is a powerful campaigning weapon but it does
depend on the time and energy of volunteers.As party activism continues to
decrease, it is inevitable that door-step canvassing will be concentrated on the
areas where it will make the most difference to the election result. But it is
not just geographical areas that are being targeted. Parties are now going
further and are developing ever more sophisticated methods for targeting key
voters on an individual basis, according to demographics, geography and
lifestyle. The results of our research are not able to take account of this
phenomenon but it is worrying.We know that every politician would like to
win on an 80% turnout but would rather win on a 20% turnout than not at
all. Unless parties are sure of the people they are targeting, it may not be in
their interests to encourage voters to go to the polls at all.

We cannot expect parties to abandon such effective campaigning techniques
through altruism.Therefore, it falls to the electoral regulators to make sure
that it is in the parties’ interests to pay attention to every potential voter.We
believe that there are two possible ways of doing this, which would
complement each other.

Electoral Reform

Our electoral system tends to create non-competetive constituencies,this in
turn leads parties to make the rational choice to concentrate their efforts
only in the places where they will make a difference . Under a Supplementary
Vote or an AlternativeVote system,parties would need to fight for second as
well as for first preferences.This would make it far more important to canvass
support from a wider section of the population.And with a Single Transferable
Vote system,candidates from the same party would be competing against one
another, which would minimise the effect of ‘safe seats’ and ensure that
candidates felt the need to campaign hard even if their party was likely to win.

Voters’ contact with political parties
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State Funding

A carefully designed system of state funding could encourage parties to
concentrate on local donors and supporters in every constituency and to
spend more of their money in the places where it was raised. It could also
increase membership levels and feelings of party affiliation.

Such a system could combine a cap on large donations with matching
membership fees and small donations made to constituency parties, which
could then only be spent in that one constituency.A similar scheme could be
developed to include people who do not want to join a party but are
prepared to register their support for one on an annual basis. Constituency
parties could receive a small fixed sum (say £20) for every registered
supporter they recruit.If they want to get the money again the following year,
they would need to work at maintaining local support even between
elections. Even if a system such as this were not possible, the Electoral
Commission’s recent recommendations to lower parties’ national campaign
expenditure and raise individual candidates’ expenditure limits; and to
introduce a system of tax relief for small donations would be a step in the
right direction.**

Final Thoughts

The majority of participants received at least one leaflet from each party and
most received more that that.And there are suggestions that these contacts
did have a positive effect on turnout.There are three areas of concern though.
First, the effect of the freepost means that in some constituencies national
campaigning was far more prevalent that party activism. Secondly, levels of
personal contact with the parties were worryingly low. Finally, increasingly
sophisticated targeting techniques are reducing the need for parties to speak
to every voter. These trends are not irreversible. However, so long as the
electoral system rewards parties for these campaigning techniques, it is
unlikely that they will voluntarily forgo them.

Emily Robinson

Notes
* Gerber,AS and Green,DP, ‘The Effects of Canvassing, Telephone Calls,and Direct Mail on
Voter Turnout:A Field Experiment’  American Political Science Review, 94:3 (2000) pp. 653-663.
** Electoral Commission, The Funding of Political Parties , December 2004
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Literature analysis:content and style

Introduction

Leaflets were coded according to mentions of various policy issues,
personal attacks and significant amounts of content related to the
constituency itself. Two particular policy domains (immigration/asylum

and the EU) were further categorised in terms of whether the general
message was presented as being positive and/or negative. Overall,the analysis
provides a reasonably good picture of the kinds of issues that parties focussed
upon in 2005, as well as identifying whether content varied by region and
marginality.

Nevertheless,the reader’s attention is drawn to three important points.First,
coverage across the country was uneven and some regions are better
represented than others. Second, it must be borne in mind that the
Conservative and Labour parties have the capability to target different voters
with different leaflets within the same constituency. As a consequence, this
analysis should be regarded as an overview, since in many constituencies, it
will be unlikely that such differences will have been captured. Finally, whilst
coverage of immigration/asylum and the EU is classified as being either
positive or negative, there is no quantification of degree. For example, where
a policy area is deemed worthy of control and in need of restriction, it is
classified as negative in the same way as a very strong attack.Again therefore,
such data on the positive and negative character of the literature should be
seen as an overview, though particular examples have been highlighted in
subsequent chapters of this report.



Content

Table 5 shows the overall positive and negative character of the leaflets, and
focuses particularly on personal attacks and the extent to which leaflets
reflect local concerns.

It is clear that all parties engaged in both positive and negative campaigning.
It is encouraging that the vast majority of leaflets were at least positive in part
but negative campaigning was also prominent. The net figure gives an
indication of the balance of the campaigning. Conservative leaflets were
relatively evenly balanced whilst, overall,Liberal Democrat ones were a little
more positive than negative. Labour however, was significantly more positive
in its campaigning. A partial explanation for this is that the party is the
incumbent and will have been keen to promote its achievements.Opposition
parties, by way of contrast,are likely to criticise the incumbent in an attempt
to show that they could govern better. That said, some of the negative
campaigning was not directed at the incumbent, but at the other challenger.
In some seats, parties attempted to persuade potential tactical voters that
they, rather than the other challenger, were the party most likely to be able
to defeat the incumbent.

Table 5 also shows two further trends. First, the Conservatives and Liberal
Democrats engaged in a significant level of personal attacks on other
politicians.In both cases, over 40% of the parties’ leaflets engaged in personal
attacks, many of these were focussed on the Prime Minister. Labour engaged
in rather fewer personal attacks.Again,this may be a reflection of differences
in campaigning between incumbents and challengers.Finally,Table 5 examines
the extent to which leaflets reflect local constituency concerns. All parties
feature a significant local message in a majority of constituencies. However,
the Conservatives clearly promoted local concerns the most, the Liberal
Democrats the least.

Dr Justin Fisher 
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Table 5:Type of Campaigning, Personal Attacks and Local Content

% Positive Negative      Net Personal         Local
Pos/Neg. Attacks         content

Con 90 92 -2 45 82
Lab 100 72 +28 16 62
LD 100 87 +13 43 55

Note: for Tables 5,6 & 7:Conservative n=208,Labour n=211,Liberal Democrat n=205



Immigration and Asylum

Immigration and asylum were mentioned by all parties (though they only
ap p e a red in a ve ry small number of Liberal Democrat leaflets). T h e
Conservatives were far more likely to mention these than either of the two
other parties. In addition, the Conservatives’ treatment of immigration was
mainly negative.This is not surprising – immigration was one of the issues that
the Conservative Party campaigned upon in its manifesto and at national level.
However, it is worth noting that Conservative leaflets did not always mention
immigration/asylum in a negative light. As Table 6 shows, a proportion of
leaflets presented immigration/asylum in a positive way. For instance, there
was this from Oliver Letwin: “We need a fair immigration and asylum system
to help genuine refugees and to give priority to those who want to work hard
and make a positive contribution to society”.Also, as is explained below, other
policy areas featured more often than immigration/asylum.

Europe

Table 7 illustrates that Europe was largely a forgotten issue in Labour and
Liberal Democrat literature. Conservative leaflets featured the EU far less
often than other policy areas,but where they did,the tone was nearly always
negative.

Other policy areas

Table 8 examines other policy issues featured in party leaflets. It reveals two
important findings.First, it confirms our previous finding that the focus in the
media on the Conservatives’ promotion of immigration as an election issue
was arguably overstated. Immigration featured fewer times in Conservative

Literature analysis:content and style
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Table 6:Coverage of Immigration/Asylum

% Mentions immigration     Positive      Negative Net 
/ asylum

Con 84 11 80 -69
Lab 21 5 17 -12
LD 4 3 0 +3

Table 7:Coverage of Europe

% Mentions Positive Negative Net 
Europe

Con 51 <1 51 -51
Lab 2 1 1 -0
LD 3 2 1 +1



literature than law and order, health, education and ‘other’ policy areas
(mainly pensions). In sum, the Conservatives were not only campaigning on
immigration; in fact, they campaigned rather more on other issues.

Second,it is clear that the Iraq war was a key issue in most Liberal Democrat
campaigns, which accounts in part for some of the negative campaigning and
personal attacks in which the Liberal Democrats engaged.

It is also worth noting that none of the literature from the three main parties
focussed on questions of national security or terrorism.

Regional variations

Tables 9, 10 and 11 disaggregate key aspects of the parties’ campaigns by
region. Some care should be exercised with these data since, as the number
of leaflets (n) shows,the representation of some regions is relatively small.

Notwithstanding this caveat, some patterns are apparent. First,in the case of
the Conservatives, Table 9 suggests that the coverage of immigration/asylum
varied by region to an extent. In particular, negative coverage of immigration
featured less often in Scotland and the South West.A possible reason (at least
in the South West) could be the need not to alienate wavering Liberal
Democrat voters.Second,the degree of local content within the leaflets also
varied by region. Conservative leaflets were least ‘local’ in the North-East,

Dr Justin Fisher
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Table 8:Coverage of Other Policy Domains

% Law &   Security &   Health   Education   Economy Tax   Iraq   Other
Order   Terrorism

Con 97 3 95 93 18 73     14 98
Lab 91 3 97 95 91 37     14 93
LD 99 4 99 99 9 55     97 100

Table 9:Conservative Campaigning By Region 

Conservative % Net Pos/Neg     Immigration     Net                Personal     Local
(n) Positive           Immigration     Attack        Issue

East Midlands (15) 0                  13 -74 53 67
Eastern (20) +5 10 -80 29 81
London (38) -8 13 -71 66 92
North East (6) +50 0 -83 17 50
North West  (22) -4 0 -95 55 91
Scotland (13) 0 0 -38 23 69
South East (38) +3 8 -64 32 89
South West (21) 0 29 -42 57 90
Wales (7) 29 0 -71 14 71
West Midlands (10) +10 10 -70 40 60
Yorks & Humb (18) -22 17 -66 56 67



Scotland, the West Midlands and Yorkshire & Humberside .This suggests that
the party featured more local content in areas of existing strength,or where
there was greatest potential for electoral gains.

Table 10 disaggregates Labour campaigning.The principal pattern of note is
that campaigning was least ‘local’ in the North East, the South East and the
West Midlands.This variation in the first two regions is easier to explain – the
North-East is an area of traditional electoral strength, the South-East one of
relative weakness.Thus, there is less incentive to produce localised leaflets
where the electoral outcome is fairly predictable.The West Midlands is more
of a puzzle howeve r, since this is an area of reasonable (but not
overwhelming) strength for Labour.

The Liberal Democrats also varied their message by region. Leaflets were
least localised in the East Midlands, the North East and the West Midlands
(see Table 11).All are traditionally areas where the party has performed less
well electorally.

Literature analysis:content and style
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Table 10:Labour Campaigning By Region 

Labour % Net Pos/Neg     Immigration     Net Personal     Local
(n) Positive            Immigration     Attack       Issue

East Midlands (18) +6 6 +6 17 61
Eastern (17) +18 0 -18 12 76
London (40) +40 3 -5 20 75
North East (7) +29 0 -43 14 43 
North West (21) +29 10 -9 10 67 
Scotland (14) +43 7 +7 7 57
South East (37) +13 5 -25 16 51
South West (20) +35 5 -5 25 65
Wales (7) +43 0 -14 14 57
West Midlands (12) +58 0 -8 0 42
Yorks & Humb (18) +21 11 -26 26 58

Table 11:Liberal Democrat Campaigning By Region

Lib Dem % Net Pos/Neg     Immigration     Net Personal     Local
(n) Positive            Immigration     Attack       Issue

East Midlands (18) +1 0 0 50 61
Eastern (20) 0 0 0 29 76
London (37) +11 11 +11 49 75
North East (6) +17 0 0 33 43
North West (19) +21 0 0 32 67
Scotland (13) +31 0 0 31 57
South East (37) +11 0 0 41 51
South West (21) +5 10 +10 67 65
Wales (7) +29 0 0 29 57
West Midlands (11) +28 0 0 36 42
Yorks & Humb (16) +12 0 0 47 58



Variations by marginality

Tables 12-15 examine the extent to which campaigns varied by the
marginality of the seat (in all cases, the number of campaigns upon which the
percentages are calculated is shown in parentheses). Table 11 features all
parties and disaggregates results by six bands of marginality. It reveals a
number of general patterns.

First, the degree of ‘local’ content in party leaflets increased as contests
became closer.This suggests that parties considered ‘local’ campaigning to be
attractive to voters and emphasised it where the electoral contest was most
fierce. Second,personal attacks were far more prevalent in the most marginal
seats, suggesting that such campaigning may have been seen as advantageous
when the electoral race was particularly close.Third,negative coverage of the
EU generally occurred more in the most marginal seats, though the same is
not true of immigration/asylum, where there was no real trend.

Tables 13-15 break down marginality by party. Here, to more accurately
capture the effects of marginality on parties, campaigns are only included
where the party was placed first or second in the previous election.
Obviously, this reduces the number of campaigns upon which calculations are
made, so the categories are collapsed into two to ensure that the findings are
more robust.Since the generally accepted definition of a marginal seat is one
where the majority is less than 10%,the data are divided simply into marginal
and non-marginal seats for the previously first and second-placed parties.

Dr Justin Fisher 
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Table 12:Campaigning by Seat Marginality (All Parties)

All Parties     Net Pos/Neg     Immigration     Net              Net EU     Personal    Local 
(n)               Positive          Immigration                    Attack      Element

<5% (19) +11 7 -31 -27 52 73
5-9.9% (26) +4 7 -22 -12 34 74
10-14.9% (40) +12 3 -26 -14 34 69
15-19.9% (22) +5 10 -29 -23 31 60
20-24.9% (29) +10 8 -29 -18 34 64
25% & Over (78) +22 6 -24 -15 33 65

Table 13:Conservative Campaigning by Seat Marginality 

Cons 1st or 2nd % Net Pos/Neg    Immigration    Net               Net EU    Personal    Local 
Positive         Immigration                    Attack      Issue

<10% (39) -8 15 -72 -62 51           94
10%+ (141) -1 11 -71 -53 43           79



A number of patterns are apparent in these tables.First,Labour’s campaigning
was most positive overall. However, it was more positive in non-marginal
seats, suggesting again that negative campaigning is more prevalent in more
marginal contests; a trend confirmed by the Conservative and Liberal
Democrat net scores.

Second, the Conservatives were most likely to campaign negatively on the
issue of immigration/asylum. However, that finding needs to be qualified. In
both marginal and non-marginal seats,there were some positive mentions of
immigration/asylum in Conservative leaflets. Table 13 shows that negative
mentions of immigration/asylum were proportionally no more likely to
appear in marginal seats than non-marginal ones. This suggests that the
Conservatives did not focus on immigration in an attempt to boost their
performance in marginals. Rather, their discussion of immigration was
relatively even across seats. However, the Conservatives were more negative
about the EU in their marginal seats.

Third,all parties engaged in personal attacks to a greater degree in marginal
contests.This is particularly true of the Liberal Democrats,where in the vast
majority of marginals, their leaflets featured personal attacks. Finally, in the
case of Conservative and Liberal Democrat campaigns, marginality boosted
the extent to which leaflets featured significant local content. For Labour
there was no such pattern.

Conclusions

Notwithstanding the caveats discussed above, a number of conclusions can be
drawn from this analysis.First,all parties engaged in both positive and negative
campaigning.There was generally more positive than negative campaigning,
but the latter was more prevalent in marginal seats.

Literature analysis: content and style
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Table 15:Liberal Democrat Campaigning by Seat Marginality 

LD 1st or 2nd % Net Pos/Neg    Immigration   Net Immig. Net EU    Personal   Local 
(n) Positive         / Asylum                         Attack      Issue

<10% (15) 0 - - -7 87 93
10%+ (63) +8 - - -2 43 68

Table 14:Labour Campaigning by Seat Marginality 

Lab 1st or 2nd % Net Pos/Neg    Immigration    Net Immig. Net EU    Personal  Local 
(n) Positive         / Asylum                        Attack     Issue

<10% (32) +12 6 -16 - 28          66
10%+ (130) +29 4 -11 - 14          69



Secondly, in the 2005 campaign, the Conservatives did focus much more
strongly than the other major parties on the subject of immigration/asylum,
and the coverage was far more negative than positive. However, on the basis
of these data, it seems fair to argue that the emphasis placed upon
Conservative campaigning on immigration has been overstated. It featured in
fewer leaflets than many other policy domains, was not universally negative
and did not vary by marginality. On this last point, it indicates that the party
took a principled stance on the issue, rather than playing the ‘race card’ in
tight electoral contests.

Thirdly, ‘localised’ campaigning was seen as being electorally beneficial. Both
the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats did this more in marginal seats,
whereas Labour was just as likely to focus on local issues in its non-marginals
as its marginals. Overall,the Liberal Democrats were the least ‘local’ party.

Dr Justin Fisher
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Literature analysis
National and smaller parties 

Emily Robinson
additional research by Meera Chadha

Literature analysis: national and smaller parties 

National Parties

The number of monitors living in Scotland and Wales was very small,
twenty-four and eight respectively, so because of this, the following
campaigns are assessed on a household basis, rather than by

constituency.

Scottish National Party

Of the twenty-four monitors in Scottish constituencies,twenty-one received
literature from the SNP. These twenty-one each received one leaflet (likely
to have been delivered by freepost) but none of them were contacted by
telephone or on the doorstep.Table 14 shows that the vast majority of the
leaflets had both positive and negative content, but on balance, more were
negative, mainly focussing on the inability of London-based parties to
represent Scottish interests. Table 17 shows that, in addition to Scottish
Independence, the key issues in SNP leaflets were Iraq and law and order; a
significant number also dealt with local issues. The core issues of health,
education and the economy did not feature strongly. As shown by Tables 16
and 17, the SNP does not appear to have campaigned on immigration or
asylum, or on the EU.

Plaid Cymru

We had far fewer Welsh monitors, but all eight of them received literature
from Plaid Cymru. From this very limited data set, it seems that Plaid Cymru
ran a more active campaign than the SNP, delivering seventeen pieces of



literature to eight households (an average of just over two each). One
monitor also received a personal contact from Plaid Cymru.Table 14 shows
that every Welsh monitor in this study received leaflets with a balance of
positive and negative content. Table 17 illustrates that each monitor also
received at least one leaflet dealing with health;the other big issues were the
Iraq war and education.Law and order and the economy received surprisingly
little attention.As shown by Tables 15 and 16, none of our monitors received
any campaign literature on immigration or asylum but one quarter received
positive material on Europe.

Emily Robinson
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Table 15:National Parties’ Coverage of Immigration/Asylum

% Mentions immigration     Positive     Negative     Net
/ asylum

SNP 0 0 0 0
Plaid 0 0 0 0

Table 14:National Parties’ Type of Campaigning, Personal Attacks and
Local Content

% Positive Negative    Net Personal       Local
Pos/Neg. Attacks       content

SNP 76 86 -10 24 57
Plaid 100 100 - 25 50

Note: for Tables14,15,16 and 17 SNP n=21,Plaid Cymru n=8

Table 16:National Parties’ Coverage of Europe

% Mentions Positive Negative Net 
Europe

SNP 0 0 0 0
Plaid 25 25 0 +25

Table 17:National Parties’ Coverage of Other Policy Domains

% Law &   Security &   Health   Education   Economy Tax   Iraq   Other
Order   Terrorism

SNP 67 5 33 24 38 29     82 100
Plaid 50 12 100 75 25 12     87 100



Other Parties

We also looked at the UKIP, the Green Party and the BNP - the only other
parties which contested more than fifty seats.We did not analyse every leaflet
from these parties, but included them in a ‘Significant Other’ category. This
means that where households received material from more than one of these
parties, we only analysed the party which had delivered the most literature.
Because of our interest in how immigration,asylum and European issues were
handled, where two parties delivered an equal number of leaflets, we
prioritised UKIP and the BNP over the Green Party, and the BNP over UKIP.
Again, this information is assessed by household rather than by constituency.

Green Party
We only recorded the Green Party as the ‘Significant Other’ in thirty-five
cases. In total,fifty-four letters and leaflets were delivered to these monitors,
who were spread across twenty-three constituencies. The literature was
broadly positive, but almost a third of the sample did receive at least some
negative material, often about the Iraq war and the use of private finance in
the public services.As well as environmental matters,the big issues were Iraq,
education and health. Over 10% of the sample received material which
mentioned immigration or asylum.All of this was positive, such as:“Greens
will protect those fleeing persecution and work for a just asylum system”.

UK Independence Party
For 44.7% of our 313 monitors,UKIP was the fourth most significant party in
the campaign.193 UKIP leaflets were delivered to 140 monitors (one of these
was not supplied for content analysis). One of these monitors also received
a personal contact.All of the leaflets were predominately negative, with just
thirty-six monitors receiving positive material from UKIP. All but two of the
139 monitors received negative material on the EU and on immigration,most
of which linked these two issues:“EU membership means loss of control of
our borders”. Tax and the economy were both linked with anti-EU and anti-
regulation sentiments: “Stop paying £30 million a day to Brussels...Scrap
100,000 regulations that are killing small businesses”.The other key issues
were opposition to GM crops and to the EU ban on vitamin and mineral
supplements;and a call to “let the people decide their future in referendums”.

British National Party
The BNP were recorded as the ‘Significant Other’ party for eighteen
households, across sixteen constituencies. Between them, these eighteen
monitors received twenty-one letters and leaflets and two personal contacts.
The campaigns were predominately negative, but some monitors also
received positive material.Unsurprisingly, the main issues were opposition to
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immigration and asylum and to the EU.The BNP also had a strong focus on
law and order:“The BNP would take the Politically Correct handcuffs off the
police and put them on the criminals”.One BNP candidate said that he would
campaign to “introduce chemical castration for predatory paedophiles and
serial rapists” (Barking). The BNP did also deal with pensions, education and
health policy. For instance, in their manifesto, delivered to our monitor in
Calder Valley, they called for a revitalised NHS,with more staff and beds, less
bureaucracy and better pay - “free and fully funded...for all British citizens”.
but even here there is an undercurrent of cultural nationalism.The education
section of the manifesto focuses on opposing “the practice of politically
correct indoctrination” and says that the BNP will “seek to instill in our young
people knowledge of and pride in the history, cultures and heritage of the
native peoples of Britain”.

Table 18:Smaller Parties’ Type of Campaigning, Personal Attacks and Local
Content

% Positive    Negative    Net Personal       Local
(n for Tables 18-21) Pos/Neg. Attacks        Content

Green (35) 94 31           +63 25 25
UKIP (139) 26 100            -74 6 11
BNP (35) 17            89            -72               61                 28     

Emily Robinson
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Table 21:Smaller Parties’ Coverage of Other Policy Domains

% Law &   Security &   Health   Education   Economy Tax   Iraq   Other
Order   Terrorism

Green 17 11 81 86 33 19     86 97
UKIP 31 4 27 17 40 19      4 94
BNP          78          67           45           39            61         67      0      78

Table 20:Smaller Parties’ Coverage of Europe

% Mentions Positive Negative Net 
Europe

Green 0 0 0 -
UKIP 99 0 99 -99
BNP 72                        0                    72                -72  

Table 19:Smaller Parties’ Coverage of Immigration/Asylum

% Mentions immigration     Positive     Negative     Net
/ asylum

Green 19                           19 0 +19
UKIP 97 0 97           -97
BNP                89                            0           89           -89
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The use of immigration and
asylum as election issues

Emily Robinson

The use of immigration and asylum as election issues

In this election a great deal of media attention was focussed on the debate
around immigration and asylum. Because of the emotive nature of these
issues, the language and the tone used by the different parties could have

important implications for public understanding.This chapter examines the
content of the material we received.We have used the terms ‘positive’ and
‘negative’ to distinguish between material which points out the benefits of
immigration or the plight of asylum seekers and material which concentrates
on immigration and asylum solely as problems.

The well publicised Conservative slogan, “It’s
not racist to impose limits on immigration” was
used on billboards as well as in leaflets and set
the tone for much of the media coverage of the
election campaigns. As  Justin Fisher makes
clear, our study found that the Conservative
leaflets were not dominated by the issue of

immigration, yet we need to remember that this national campaign will have
had a significant impact on voters’ perceptions of the party.

Where Conservative leaflets did cover immigration, the language tended to
be primarily negative.This was fairly standard: “We will set an annual limit to
immigration, including a quota for asylum seekers.Within the first month of
Conservative Government we will introduce 24-hour surveillance at all ports
of entry” (Oxford East). However, some leaflets balanced this by stressing
Conservative intentions to “give priority to people who want to come here
and make a positive contribution – as they do in Australia” (Surrey South
West). There were some exceptions, such as this wholly positive comment



from Dorset West:“we need a fair immigration and asylum system to help
genuine refugees and to give priority to those who want to work hard and
make a positive contribution to society”. But there were also some purely
negative ones: “Uncontrolled immigration means a new town the size of
Slough every two years. No wonder the Island is under such huge house-
building pressure!” (Isle of Wight) and “Blair has been soft on immigration and
left our borders wide open. The result has been a flood of illegal drugs,
people, guns, and,possibly, terror!” (Crewe and Nantwich).

L a b o u r ’s tone was not substantive ly diffe rent from the
Conservative’s. Their standard line was: “We will ensure your
country’s borders are protected through ID cards and strict
c o n t rols that work to combat asylum abuse and illegal
immigration” (e.g. Castle Point). However this was sometimes

followed by an add-on such as: “We will also ensure that we continue to
welcome the tourists, students and migrant workers who make a vital
contribution to the UK economy” (national letter to party members). Some
Labour material also included purely negative views, for instance this letter
conflating the issues of asylum-seeking and illegal immigration: “We are
tackling the Tory disaster of illegal immigration in the 1990s.Sangatte has been
shut. Asylum-seeker applications were down 60% last year and Labour is
sending hundreds back each month” (Rotherham).

Only the Liberal Democrats stayed clear of immigration.One rare example is
this balanced offering: “Politicians should be honest about the benefits of
immigration to the British economy. But the debate should be based on fact,
and not scare stories that fuel racism and prejudice. Of course there’s always
need for controls on immigration. Britain’s priority should be more effective
border control at all our ports” (North Southwark & Bermondsey).As was
mentioned in the previous chapter, the Green coverage of asylum was purely
positive - stressing the need to shelter those fleeing persecution.

The evidence from this study raises the question of whether the mainstream
parties’ handling of the debate around immigration and asylum created an
atmosphere in which the smaller parties felt able to push these issue more
strongly in their own campaigning material.

The figures show that UKIP mentioned immigration and asylum in a higher
proportion of their leaflets than the BNP. From our limited sample, this is
true. However, the point must be made that there was a qualitative difference
in the way in which these subjects were handled. UKIP spoke about their
opposition to unlimited immigration, rather than to immigration per se.They
were also primarily concerned with the impact of Europe on immigration
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policy, saying that:“EU membership mean loss of control of our borders” (e.g.
Lancaster & Wyre). For the most part, UKIP did not talk specifically about
asylum seekers, so it is unclear whether or not their call to “stop unlimited
EU immigration” (ibid) would extend to asylum seekers.

The BNP on the other hand,did distinguish between “importing cheap foreign
labour” and the “asylum seeke r
invasion” (Rotherham). A manifesto
pledged that “we will also stop the
flood of  ‘asylum seekers’, all of
whom are either bogus or can find
refuge much nearer their home
countries” (manifesto, Calder Valley)
They also used highly emotive stories, such as that of a pensioner and war
widow living in poverty:“It’s a pity for Margaret that she can’t claim asylum.
Just look at what she’d get if she’d just travelled through a dozen safe
countries to get to Soft Touch Britain…” (Newcastle Under Lyme).

Both UKIP and the BNP used cartoons to satirize the main parties’
immigration policies. UKIP’s shows the leaders of the three main political
parties, handcuffed by membership of the EU, looking on as UK immigration
policy is torn up by Europe.The BNP’s is more emotive and shows Tony Blair
welcoming immigrants to Britain to provide “cheap labour” with the caption
“Labour votes falling off the back of a lorry”.

It is clear that there is a distinct difference between the way in which
questions of immigration and asylum were dealt with by the BNP, as
compared with the three major parties and with UKIP. However, the major
parties’ focus on immigration and asylum  - and the tone of that debate - may
well have created more space for extremist views to be heard, than would
normally have been the case. More work would need to be done to assess
the effect of slogans like “It’s not racist to impose limits on immigration” on
public opinion and mood.

The use of immigration and asylum as election issues
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The view from the ground
an analysis of five constituencies

Meera Chadha, Robert McNamara &
Emily Robinson

The view from the ground

Lancaster & Wyre
2001: Labour, 481 majority (0.9%)
2005: Conservative, 4,171 majority (8%)

As a key Labour/Conservative marginal,it is unsurprising that Lancaster
and Wyre witnessed a high level of campaigning. Between them, the
three monitors in this constituency received forty-four letters and

leaflets and two personal contacts.The monitors were drawn from an urban
house of multiple occupancy, a suburban house and a suburban flat.
Interestingly the only party member of our sample (living in an urban house
of multiple occupancy and displaying a poster in his window) received the
least number of leaflets,and only a slightly higher number of these were from
his own party. The suburban house seemed to be the greatest target for all
political parties and received by far the most letters and leaflets. Overall,
Labour’s campaigning outstripped the Conservatives as they attempted to
defend their 0.9% majority.

“Vote Labour on Thursday or wake up with Michael
Howard” was one of the key messages of Labour’s
campaign. The current Labour MP Anne Sacks,
emphasised how marginal the seat was and the
importance of voting Labour – and no other – to
stop the Conservatives. Labour attempted to make
voting as easy as possible by promoting the use of
postal voting. Suburban areas were heavily targeted
with letters highlighting Labour’s pledges and their
successes on the economy and unemployment;
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increased numbers of teachers, doctors, nurses and police; and their
crackdown on crime, locally and nationally. Labour leaflets used locally-
focused statistics to comment on the success of national policies in the areas
listed above. They also detailed local Labour-led campaigns and accused the
Conservatives of using misleading statistics on the local crime rate and MRSA
infections.One letter personally attacked the Conservative candidate’s voting
record during his service as an MSP (in favour of fox-hunting and Section 28);
and another highlighted the suspension for misconduct of the Leader of the
Conservative-run council:“If the Tories can’t run the council how can they run
the country?” Labour also played heavily on their economic success with a
b roadsheet new s l e t t e r
and a ‘letter fro m
G o rdon Brow n ’
devoted to this issue.
Many of the letters and
leaflets referenced the
Conservative record on
the economy and their
proposed £35bn cuts to public services.Throughout Labour’s campaign, the
key message was that “Lancashire & Wyre is working” and that the
Conservatives would take the country “backwards”.

Whilst Labour concentrated on portraying the existing society in a positive
l i g h t , the Conserv a t i ves emphasised Labour’s focus on centralised
bureaucracy rather than local concerns. Attacking targets and spin, the
Conservative candidate pledged that doctors, teachers and police would be
“freed from government targets” and questioned Labour’s economic success

with articles in one newsletter on the
state of the pensions system and the
availability of NHS dentists.Crime was
a prominent issue and featured in
almost all promotional material. Our
urban monitor re c e i ved a flye r
dedicated to contrasting the
C o n s e rv a t i ve hard-line stance on
crime with Labour’s ineffective and the
Liberal Democrats’ ‘soft’ approaches.
One newsletter featured pictures of
Blair and Brown with the tagline
‘ ” H ow can they fight crime when
they’re fighting each other?” 
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The Conservatives also took the issue of Canatxx Gas Storage in the Wyre
Valley as one of their ‘Local Pledges’ often relating it to “Prescott’s
‘Bulldozer’” with its supposed tendency to take decisions in Whitehall instead
of listening to local concerns.

The other parties featured much less prominently in this constituency. The
Liberal Democrats used public antagonism against Labour to push forward as
“The Real Alternative”, using the national “We Oppose/We Propose”
campaign.Aside from opposition to the proposed Canatxx gas storage plans,
most of their key proposals were of a national thread – including tuition fees,
council tax versus local income tax and I.D. cards.

The Greens, who had made significant progress in the Council Elections in
2003, took the opportunity to exploit protest voting and attempt to secure
another council victory. Our monitors received three different Green leaflets,
which countered Labour’s claims that a Green vote would let in the
Conservatives:“bigger Labour majorities won’t change anything, but a Green
voice will” and highlighted the local social and environmental changes for
which Green councillors had successfully campaigned.

Two monitors received identical UKIP leaflets which
promoted their national policies by belittling other
parties’ policies on the EU and immigration with the
maxim “Tories can’t, Labour hasn’t, Lib Dems won’t”.
They opted for direct hard-hitting statements rather
than detailed explanations, but this was supplemented
with background information on the candidate and an
explanation of the ideology behind UKIP as”‘the only
p a rty pre p a red to regain our sove reignty by
withdrawing from the EU”.

Each party attempted to show how strongly their candidate was rooted in the
community, through local heritage and experience in campaigns. The local
issue of the Canatxx gas storage featured in all campaigns bar UKIP’s, with
each party claiming to support the locals in opposition to the proposed
scheme.The Conservatives made this much more of a key feature than any of
the parties and used it to personally attack Deputy Prime Minister John
Prescott.

The view from the ground
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2005 results Votes  % +/-%

Conservative 22,266 42.8 +0.6
Labour 18,095 34.8 -8.3
Liberal Democrat 8,453 16.2 +5.9
Green 2,278 4.4 +1.4
UKIP 969 1.9 +0.5
Note:the source of all election statistics is http://news.bbc.co.uk



Edinburgh South
2001: Labour, 5,499 majority (14%)
2005: Labour, 405 majority (0.9%)

This Labour seat offered possible gains to both the main opposition
parties. Recent boundary alterations meant the Conservative Party
viewed the seat as winnable and the Liberal Democrats quoted early

polls and opinion which placed them very close to Labour.The data comes
from a spread of four South Edinburgh constituents including two men and
two women.All four live in urban areas with two houses and two flats – one
of which was multiple occupancy.Three of our four monitors were members
of political parties including the Scottish National Party, the Scottish Liberal
Democrats and the Scottish Green Party. One was also a member of the
trade union UNISON which lobbied on behalf of Labour during the campaign.

Of the three main national parties, the Liberal Democrats were the most
active canvassers,delivering thirty letters
and leaflets to our four monitors. Much
of the Liberal Democrat literature
emphasised that the Edinburgh South
constituency was a two horse race and
used bar charts to illustrate how
marginal the seat was with slogans saying
“it’s Marilyne or Labour on Thursday”.
The Liberal Democrats sought to
exploit the unpopularity of Prime
Minister and the war in Iraq.Some of the
pamphlets refer to the Labour MP as
“Tony Blair’s man” and to “Tony Blair’s Labour Party” rather than just ‘the
Labour Party’. In the midst of this ‘them and us’ battle, the Liberal Democrats
were keen to communicate the suitability of their candidate, stressing that she
had over a decade’s experience as a local councillor and that her candidacy
was endorsed by an MSP. In terms of policy, leaflets included leaders such as
“our top five pledges for Scotland”. Local issues such as 1,000 more police
officers on the street and fighting off local post office closures featured
prominently. National issues including “axe the tax” (council tax), tuition fees
and rebuilding trust in government after Iraq were also prominent.

The Conservatives were the second most prolific party in the constituency,
d e l i vering twenty-one letters and leaflets to our constituents. T h e
Conservatives tried to counter Liberal Democrat claims that Edinburgh
South was a two horse race. One pamphlet featured a signed apology from a
Liberal Democrat MSP for issuing misleading figures about the state of play
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between the parties under the headline “don’t let the LibDems mislead you”.
Whilst the Conserv a t i ve
candidate did employ some
negative tactics – such as anti-
Labour pamphlets fe a t u r i n g
p i c t u res of To ny Blair – the
majority of the material delivered
was concerned with policy and
engendering community support.
Local issues featured prominently,
e s p e c i a l ly the candidate’s
commitment to save cert a i n

Scottish Regiments, care for the green belt, the reinstatement of bus routes
and opposition to phone masts. One constituent who happened to have
attended the candidate’s old school received a letter saying:“I would be happy
to discuss any issues that are important to you and I hope that, as an Old
Fettesian, you will be able to lend me your support.”

The Labour campaign circulated ‘The Griffiths Report ’ , detailing the
candidate’s achievements as an MP, accompanied by messages of support from
constituents,including novelist Ian Rankin. Endorsements formed a significant
part of Labour’s campaign literature. In one piece, Ian Rankin, two MSPs and
a representative from Friends of the Earth all offer their support to the
Labour candidate. The latter encourages voters to reject the Liberal
Democrats, arguing that only Labour can make progress on climate change.
Most telling is Gordon Brow n ’s
endorsement. At no point in any of
the Labour material is there any
mention of Tony Blair yet Gordon
Brown features prominently. In terms
of policy, a mini booklet discusses
ap p re n t i c e s h i p s , c r i m e, c h i l d re n ,
communities, education and health.
Negative campaigning is used against
the Conservatives with one Labour leaflet saying “stop the Tories here.”  It
goes on to say “never forget the Thatcher years” followed by a list of some
of the Thatcher government’s more unenviable records.

Three of the four monitors received leaflets from the Scottish National Party.
The main message of these leaflets was that with Independence, Scots would
be able to benefit from their oil wealth,create distinctive policies on pensions,
tax and law and order and assert their voice as “world citizens”.The Scottish
Socialist Party also delivered a leaflet to each of our monitors.Their priorities
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included the abolition of council tax and prescription charges, nutritious free
school meals and the withdrawal of troops from Iraq.Two monitors received
Scottish Green Party leaflets and one received one from UKIP. None of these
had any significant local content but the Green one did stress the good work
of Green MSPs.

Our monitors in this constituency also received literature from other
organisations.UNISON and the Save the Scottish Regiments Campaign issued
letters of advocacy for parties of their choice and the Edinburgh South Stop
the War Coalition urged recipients to vote for anti-war parties.
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2005 results Votes % +/-%

Labour 14,188 33.2 -6.1
Liberal Democrat 13,783 32.3 +7.0
Conservative 10,291 24.1 +1.4
SNP 2,635 6.2 -3.1
Scottish Green Party 1,387 3.2 +3.2
Scottish Socialist Party 414 1.0 -1.2
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Skipton & Ripon
2001: Conservative, 12,930 majority (26.3%)
2005:Conservative, 11,620 majority (23%)

The safe Conservative seat of Skipton and Ripon was not an area of
heightened political tension or fraught campaigning.The Conservatives’ main
competition, the Liberal Democrats, failed to make a significant dent to the
Conservative majority, but Labour raised their share of the vote by 1.2%,
making the best progress of all the parties.Both our monitors lived in houses
in rural areas,and one was a Liberal Democrat member. Excluding the Liberal
Democrat campaign reports sent solely to party members, the monitors
received five and seven pieces of General Election campaigning material,
respectively. Given that each of them is likely to have received one freepost
item from of the four main candidates, this raises questions about the
camapigning capacity ofconstituency parties in very safe seats. Neither
monitor received any personal contacts.

In this rural constituency, many of the candidates sought to emphasise their
experience of agricultural issues.This was especially true of the Conservative
David Curry, who highlighted that during his
eighteen years experience as an MP for the
area he had served as Chairman of the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Select
Committee and that as an MEP he had
chaired the Agricultural Committee.The key
features of Curry’s campaign were support to rural schools; affordable local
housing; improvements to rural transport and boosting the local economy

through supporting local businesses.
He was pictured “supporting local
Yo r k s h i re pro d u c e ” . One leaflet
singled out the police, the elderly and
healthcare as important issues and
s p o ke of the continued fight fo r
community hospitals. It also detailed
Conservative pledges to put more
police ‘on the beat’; to reduce police
bureaucracy; and to cut council tax
for pensioners. Curry also expressed
his commitment to Europe and his
desire for it to be “outwardlooking,

innovative and entrepreneurial”. He was also the only candidate to indicate
support for “the right to pursue country sports”, stating that he would vote
to repeal the ban on hunting with dogs.
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The Liberal Democrat candidate Paul English also played on his local
credentials and experience of fighting for the local area,in this case as Deputy
Leader of Craven District Council.His list of
achievements included negotiating against
the closure of Skipton hospital and direct
involvement in schemes for affordable local
housing. English was the only candidate to
raise the issue of holiday homes and the
impact of second-home buyers on house
p r i c e s , p roposing a form of planning
permission to protect local prices.He was also particularly keen to stress his
action on anti-social behaviour though implementing a drinking ban in the
Skipton High Street area and acting as Chairman of the Community Services
Committee on Craven District Council.He reiterated the Liberal Democrats’
national stance on more police over I.D. cards. Council tax was a prominent
feature of the Liberal Democrat campaign in both Parliamentary and County
Council elections, with calls to “Axe the Tax”. Despite their claims that
positive campaigning is the “real alternative” to the backbiting of Labour and
the Conservatives, the Liberal Democrat County Council campaign leaflet
h e av i ly criticised the Conserv a t i ve council’s financial management fo r
underspending government grants, creating administrative waste and for the
91.1% council tax increase between 1997 and 2004.

Labour’s campaign was the least local of all the parties in this sample,outlining
the ‘real achievements’ of Labour for the nation such as creating jobs,
improving public services and tackling poverty. Only one sentence stated that
the candidate was from the York area.

UKIP also focused on its national manifesto issues of stopping immigration
and leaving the EU, but the preamble from the candidate did appeal to the
rural constituency by claiming that the community “suffered more than most
at the hands of the EU… ravaged by poor funding, livestock bans and our
small businesses shackled by red tape”.Neither monitor received any material
from the Virtue Currency Cognitive Appraisal Party.
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2005 results Votes % +/-%

Conservative 25,100 49.7 -2.7
Liberal Democrat 13,480 26.7 +0.6
Labour 9,393 18.6 +1.2
UKIP 2,274 4.5 +0.3
Virtue Currency 
Cognitive Appraisal Party 274 0.5 +0.5



Hornsey and Wood Green
2001:Labour, 10,614 majority (24.1%)
2005: Liberal Democrat,2,395 majority (5.1%)

Hornsey and Wood Green was a key Liberal Democrat target in 2005
and the campaign was fierce and sustained.Between them,our three
monitors received sixty-two letters and leaflets and received three

personal contacts from the parties.The monitors households ranged from an
urban house to a suburban flat.The urban house received the most material,
marginally followed by the suburban flat (who was also a former Labour party
member).

The Liberal Democrats were determined to win this seat. They delivered
thirty-eight pieces of literature to our three monitors and canvassed two of
them on the doorstep.They seem to have been particularly active in suburban
areas – eighteen of the thirty-eight items were received by our one suburban
monitor. As well as letters from the candidate, our monitors all received
letters from Charles Kennedy and there was also one from TV agony aunt,
Claire Rayner.

Much of the material focussed on
the Liberal Democrat’s chances of
winning. Another key theme was
the contrast between “ h a rd
working campaigner Ly n n e
Featherstone” and “ To ny Blair’s
c a n d i d a t e ” . The previous Labour
MP was attacked for her voting
record and because she was rated
as “one of London’s worst MPs” by
the Evening Standard . S eve r a l
letters and leaflets told of Labour supporters joining the Liberal Democrats
(“one even showed me their very first Labour membership card from 1958!”)
and one attacked Labour’s “dirty tricks” campaign. Much was made of the
Liberal Democrat candidate’s history of campaigning on local issues, such as
improvements to local train stations and telephone masts.One of the leaflets

also included a large article on
the Labour council’s “blunder”
over primary school places.
Other policy areas included

the Iraq war and Liberal Democrat policies on health, care of the elderly,
education, law and order, council tax, pensions and tuition fees. One letter
explained that these policies would be paid for by raising top-rate income tax.

The view from the ground
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Labour’s coverage was fairly even across our three monitors.All received at
least two of a series of three letters urging voters to choose Labour rather
than returning to “a failed Tory past”.They
mentioned health, e d u c a t i o n , t h e
economy and the police. One of these
letters asked voters upset by the Iraq war
to look critically at the other parties –
e s p e c i a l ly the Liberal Democrats fo r
“ going soft on yobs” and legalising
drinking for 16 year olds. One monitor
also re c e i ved a letter dedicated to
Labour’s policy on cervical cancer. The
monitors received varying numbers of four different leaflets.The two smaller
ones were predominately positive, focussing on Labour’s policies on law and
order, education and health. The larger leaflets included local issues such as
a successful campaign to re-open a local police station but were primarily
aimed at attacking the Liberal Democrats.These attacks covered “plans to
release criminals early” and to privatise the NHS and included a reprint of a
Tribune article by Ken Livingstone, reminding anti-war voters that the Liberal
Democrats voted to send more troops to Iraq once the war was underway.
Two of the three monitors also received literature aimed at party members
and former party members. However, the non-party member received a
letter from Gordon Brown on Labour’s successes in London,on health, child
tax credits,benefits for pensioners and investment in public services;and one
from Robin Cook reminding voters not to take the election for granted and
to vote Labour for the sake of the economy.

The Conservatives were not a major force in this constituency. Their
campaign mainly focussed on two
letters from the candidate.The first
admitted Barbara Roche was a
“ h a rd - working constituency MP”
but contrasted “dishonest Labour”
with “the revitalised Conservatives”
on crime, education, health, tax and
immigration.The letter then began a
l e n g t hy attack on “the mu l t i -
m i l l i o n a i ress Liberal Democrat

candidate” and her “undesirable American-style electioneering”
techniques.The second letter returned to many of the same themes and also
attacked the Labour council:“we know from bitter experience that we cannot
trust Labour locally”.In addition to these letters,our monitors received three
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Conservative leaflets between them, again they
were fairly negative and were split between
attacks on Labour and on the Liberal
Democrats.In Labour’s case these ranged from
criticisms of national policies on council tax,
pensions and the NHS to a personal attack on
the local Labour Mayor for swearing at
p rotestors over a local issue. The Liberal
Democrats were attacked for their policies on
tax, prison, mandatory life sentences, the EU
and travellers. It was also made clear that “a
vote for HER [the Liberal Democrat candidate]
is a vote for more of HIM [Blair]”. Both parties were ridiculed for supposed
politically correct “Madness”.

Two monitors received leaflets from the Greens and one had one from UKIP.
Unfortunately, we only received a copy of one of these leaflets - a Green one.
It was fairly positive throughout, focussing on Green policies on health,
schools,transport,financing of public services,climate change, Iraq and world
poverty and injustice. It also mentioned the election of Greens in Scotland,
London, the EU and local authorities.

Hornsey and Wood Green saw a great deal of campaigning, much of it
attacking the other candidates personally. Labour was the only party which
did not use this tactic but they did launch a fairly sustained assault on the
Liberal Democrat’s policies and principles – even calling into question the
sincerity of their opposition to the Iraq war. Local issues played a key part in
this campaign, with both the Conservatives and the Liberal Democrats
attacking the Labour council. In the end, Lynne Featherstone’s credentials as
a local campaigner coupled with her extremely active campaign won the seat
for the Liberal Democrats.
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2005 results Votes % +/-%

Liberal Democrat 20,512 43.3 +17.5
Labour 18,117 38.3 -11.6
Conservative 6,014 12.7 -3.0
Green 2,377 5.0 -0.1
UKIP 310 0.7 +0.7

The view from the ground
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Bethnal Green & Bow
2001: Labour 10,057 majority (26,2%)
2005:Respect 823 majority (1.9%)

Bethnal Green and Bow was one of the most surprising and interesting fights
of the General Election. One of Labour’s safest seats in London, held with
more than 50% of the vote in 2001,was won from Oona King by the former
Labour MP George Galloway under the banner of the Respect-Unity
Coalition Party with a 1.9% majority. Although turnout was just 53.6%,
campaigning was bitter and fraught. The ethnic element of the different
parties’ campaigns was particularly interesting. Respect presented some of
their material in Bengali and the Liberal Democrat candidate emphasised his
status as the first Bangladeshi Muslim Parliamentary Candidate. Ethnicity did
not feature at all in Labour’s campaign and although the Conservatives did
have a Muslim candidate , they did not use this as part of their campaign.Two
of our four monitors lived in urban flats.They receieved approximately half as
much material as other two (one of whom lived in a house of multiple
occupancy and the other in a flat of unknown location).

In spite of the safe majority that had held the seat for King in 2001, Labour
clearly recognised the threat of anti-war feeling in this constituency. They
delivered by far the most literature and were the only party to make personal
contact with any of our monitors. In one of our sample households, Labour
delivered more leaflets and letters than all the other parties put together and
more than three times as many as Respect.On the whole, Labour’s campaign

can be divided into thre e
categories.One, Oona King’s hard
work and experience in and for
the constituenc. Two, the danger
of a return of the Tories, their
poor economic record and the
potential risk of their public
s e rvice cuts. And thre e,
emphasising that a vote fo r
Respect would split the left-wing

vote and enable the Conservatives to get into power. King’s material claimed
that she was the “only candidate with a proven track record” and used high-
profile political figures such as Ken Livingstone to demonstrate the support
behind her. One leaflet was purely newspaper cuttings from local and national
papers, praising her principled approach and consistency and reporting that
Liberal Democrat supporters were voting Labour in this election to avoid the
danger of Galloway getting into power.
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Over the course of the campaign, Labour changed tone from anti-Tory to
anti-Galloway as it became clear that Respect presented a real threat. For
instance, a letter received by one household on 21 March included a table
comparing Labour’s achievements with the Conservatives’ plans; but a leaflet
received on 20 April contrasted King’s and Galloway’s respective activities in
Parliament – namely that King had petitioned and voted on her constituents’
behalf whereas Galloway had been absent or chosen not to vote. In the same
leaflet, King defended her decision to vote for the war on Iraq and took the
opportunity to emphasise that the election was about more than one issue.
Most of King’s campaign was positive, focusing on her constituency work on
housing, police and youth disorder and engagement. In the final days of
campaigning, Labour tried to drive home the message that whether voters
stayed at home or voted Respect,they’d “get a Tory MP with massive cuts to
schools,hospitals and police”.

Respect delivered less than half as many letters and leaflets to our monitors
as Labour. Unsurprisingly, Galloway’s
campaign focussed on the Iraq war,
specifically Blair and King’s alleged
untrustworthiness and the way in
which the £6bn spent on the war
could have been better invested in
the country.Vivid imagery was used to depict Blair and King as “warmongers”.
The battle between King and Galloway was often direct and personal, with
Respect featuring an article in a newsletter about King’s alleged attempts to
create publicity for herself via national papers. However, Galloway was also
eager to label himself as “real Labour” and to highlight New Labour’s failure

to stay true to the values of the
we l f a re state and the public
education system. Respect’s five
main points we re : G a l l ow ay ’s
stance on Iraq; his opposition to
privatisation in education and
the health service; and his desire
to increase investment in

affordable local housing, state pensions and the minimum wage. Much of
Respect’s campaigning focussed on the negative message: “Blair’s Britain
letting you down” on pensions,life expectancy and the health service but this
was contrasted with their positive vision of “Peace, justice and equality”.

Respect’s attacks on the opposition were not limited to New Labour. They
also accused the Conservatives of “follow[ing] policies which victimise the
most vulnerable members of society” and of scare-mongering over crime, and

The view from the ground
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said that the Liberal Democrats “flip and flop on the issues”. Leaflets and
newsletters also emphasised the growing support for Respect,detailing their
recent victory in the European elections in the area and how they had gained
a council seat. Respect was also the only party to present part of their
message in Bengali, recognising and appealing to the ethnic demographic of
the constituency.

The Liberal Democrats delivered the third largest number of leaflets in our
sample, but still came fourth behind the Conservatives, despite campaigning
on similar issues to Respect. They too tried to harness the Muslim vote,
emphasising the Bengali Muslim background of the candidate and his work for
the community in founding a Mosque and supplementary schools.They also
quoted Asian News saying the Liberal Democrats were leading amongst
Muslim voters and mentioned that Charles Kennedy visited a local Mosque in
the aftermath of 9/11. The Liberal Democrats also campaigned on their
policies on law and order and provision for older people through pensions,
state care, flexible retirement and the abolition of council tax.

The Conservatives, Green and Alliance for Change candidates did not
mention Iraq nor play to any particular ethnic group in their campaigns.Each
delivered just one (possibly freepost) campaign leaflet to each of our sample
households, in contrast to the two or three delivered by the Liberal
Democrats and Respect, and anything up to nine delivered by Labour. The
Conservatives emphasised the national policies of the party on introducing
more police; being prepared to ‘take a stand’ on immigration and travellers;
and rewarding rather than punishing contributing members of society. They
attacked Labour, and specifically John Prescott, for building in local open
spaces despite residents’ concerns. They also featured images of their
candidate protesting against Labour’s Crossrail plans. The Green Party
portrayed themselves as “The Real Party for Real Change”, campaigning for
social justice, environmental sustainability and public services; and against
arms and discrimination but did not mention Iraq directly. The Alliance for
Change picked up on the issue of affordable housing mentioned by Respect
and the Liberal Democrats, as well as outlining policies for parking reform, a
rise in the minimum wage and improved public services. None of our
monitors received material from the independent candidate.
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2005 results Votes % +/-%

Respect-Unity Coalition 15,801 35.9 +35.9
Labour 14,978 34.0 -16.5
Conservative 6,244 14.2 -10.1
Liberal Democrat 4,928 11.2 -4.3
Green 1,950 4.4 +0.1
Alliance for Change 68 0.2 +0.2
Independent 38 0.1 +0.1


